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 Explaining the value of the  
constants of nature is a challenge.
          provide a natural system of units, where other constants 
become numbers.
G ,ℏ , c
 Eddington tried unseccesfully to deduce the value of all constants of 
physics.He pointed out relations between constants of different fields. 
Eddington-Weinberg relation: 
ℏ2H 0≈GcmN
3 .
 The number of baryons in the Universe is close to the squared ratio of 
the electric to the gravitational force between the electron and the proton.
ℏ2H 0≈GcmN
3
 Dirac realized that, since       varies, this relation 
is maintained only if some constant changes.
 Hypothesis:      changes.  
 But this contradicts experimental bounds 
•
ℏ2H 0≈GcmN
3
H 0
G
 We observe a FLAT FRW universe with
• c2Λ=16πGρ0=2H 0
2 .
•c2Λ=2H 0
2≈10−120 .
  Why so small?
  Why precisely now? 
COSMIC 
COINCIDENCE
•
Holography and entropy   bound:
 Particle horizon (Fischler and Susskind)
 Cosmological apparent horizon (Bak and Rey)
 Hubble radius ( Veneziano, Easther, Lowe...)
•
S≤A/(4 lP
2 ) .
• Covariant bound   
        (Bousso)
 The entropy is 
 The Hilbert space would have finite dimension
•
N-bound (Bousso).
•Degrees of freedom:
N= 3π
Λ lP
2 ln 2
.
S=N ln 2 .
d=2N .
GOAL: In a (quasi) FLAT FRW universe, LARGE NUMBERS relations 
follow from
 The HOLOGRAPHIC N-BOUND.
 COSMIC  COINCIDENCE.
•
 The cosmological constant
links micro and macro physics. 
•
SCALING relations: 
•
•  - Nucleons:
•
•
•  - Universe:
Compton wavelength: 
•lN≈Ω l P ,
mN≈Ω
−1mP ,
lU∼c H 0
−1≈Ω3 lP ,
mU≈Ω
3mP .
FLAT Universe: 
•
l N≈
ℏ
cmN
.
mU=4π lU
3 ρ0/3,
ρ0=ρ0
Crit=
3H 0
2
8πG
.
Definition of  
•
Ω.
SCALING relations: 
•
•  - Nucleons:
•
•
•  - Universe:
Eddington-Weinberg 
RELATION 
•
lN≈Ω l P ,
mN≈Ω
−1mP ,
lU∼c H 0
−1≈Ω3 lP ,
mU≈Ω
3mP .
                  
is LARGE:
Universe is OLD. 
•
Ω=1019∼1020
 A distance scale seems to be missing:  Stellar Black-Holes.
 Chandrasekhar mass and Schwarzschild radius:
•
l S≈Ω
2 l P , mS≈Ω
2mP .
  Suppose that nucleons can be described as elementary excitations of size 
  The number of physical degrees of freedom in the observable region of the
 Universe would be of the order of 
  For positive matter energy density (dominant energy condition), the Hubble 
   r  adius in a FRW Universe with cosmological constant satisfies
 Then   
 Together with the N-bound, this implies 
l
N
.
l N .
(c H 0
−1/ l N )
3 .
H 0≥c √Λ/3 .
N≈√27 /(Λ3 lN6 ).
l N≈(l PΛ
−1)1/6 .
                        N-BOUND:
  Compton
  Cosmic coincidence
 
   Eddington-Weinberg:
l
N
.
l N≈(l PΛ
−1)1/6
l N mN≈l PmP .
H 0
2≈c2Λ .
H 0≈c l P
−1mP
−3mN
3 .
                        N-BOUND:
  Compton
  Cosmic coincidence:
 
   Eddington-Weinberg:
l
N
.
l N≈(l PΛ
−1)1/6
l N mN≈l PmP .
H 0
2≈c2Λ .
H 0≈c l P
−1mP
−3mN
3 .
        N-BOUND:
  Compton
  Cosmic coincidence:
 
   Eddington-Weinberg:
l
N
.
l N≈(l PΛ
−1)1/6
l N mN≈l PmP .
H 0
2≈c2Λ .
H 0≈c l P
−1mP
−3mN
3 .
Arguments 
about 
degrees of 
freedom
LARGE SCALES:  Universe is old.  Alternatively
 Cosmic coincidence: 
  N-bound: 
 Definiton of the scale:
l
N
.
Ω≈N 1/6 .
lU=c H 0
−1=Ω3 l P .
Λ−1/2≈l P N
1/2 .
c H 0
−1≈Λ−1/2 .
Many 
degrees of 
freedom
 Maximum entropy:  
  Baryons (+ cosmic coincidence): 
 
  Collapse to stellar black-holes: 
   r  
   
  Actual entropy: central BHs. 
S∼N≈Ω6 .
S b∼nb≈
mU
mN
≈Ω4 .
S S∼l S
2 mU
mS
≈Ω5.
mBH≈10
6mS ,
S BH≈10
12 l S
210−10
mU
mS
≈102S S.
Conclusion In a (quasi) FLAT homogenous and isotropic universe... 
LARGE NUMBERS relations... 
HOLOGRAPHIC BOUNDS... 
COsMIC COINCIDENCE... 
Only TWO play 
in the game .
